STIHL 08 S
Cut Weeds, Brush and Trees...3 Ways...Better!

The trio pictured here all have one thing in common...the famous STIHL-08S powerhead. Consistently one of the favorite saws of farmers, orchard and nursery men, utility crews and pulpwood cutters — the STIHL-08S has also proven its versatility as the power unit behind our high performance brush cutters. The STIHL Brush Cutter is a gasoline powered scythe, with two interchangeable blades, that quickly and effortlessly lets you clear large areas of brush, weeds and other growth. No bending...no chopping...and no muscular fatigue!

The circular saw blade is perfect for cutting underbrush and young trees (up to 6” in diameter) and the rotating knife is the greatest for clearing matted shrubbery, weeds, tall grass and even seaweed. A trio, which in balance, design and performance are unmatched!

STIHL American, Inc.
194 Greenwood Avenue, Midland Park, N.J. 07432, Code 201-445-0890
7364 Lee Industrial Boulevard, Mableton (Atlanta), Georgia 30059, Code 404-941-1730
23962 Clawiter Road, Hayward California 94541, Code 415-785-9100
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